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The theme was peace...
Winona State students organized a "Day
of Concern" on campus last Thursday in
cooperation with the Student Mobilization
Committee to end the War in Southeast
Asia.
The organizers of the effort said on
their distributed leaflets, "Issues which
should be of interest to all Americans
are almost totally ignored. This day has
been set aside to try to revive concern
on this campus. Please either discuss
these or other issues in class or attend
the speakers at the Smog. Please do
something. Show that your are concerned."
The "Day of Concern" came about as
the result of a resolution that was passed at the Emergency National Student
Antiwar Conference in New York on April
23. They resolved "To hold a national
moratorium and student strike on May
4 in memorial to those murdered at Kent,
Augusta, and Jackson two years ago.
Strike activities will include actions designed to relate to broader constituencies."
Fred Lovgren, national coordinator of
the SMC, urged the students at the conference to use the facilities and resources of the university to build the antiwar movement. The war isn't winding
down and neither is the antiwar movement, Lovgren observed. The mass demonstrations are scheduled as opposition to President Nixon's escalation of the
war in Indochina.

Here at Winona State, students got into
the spirit of the day with white arm bands
for J. Edgar Hoover, posters urging other
students to strike, and a lineup of speakers who tried to coax the students out of
their apathy for the day.
President DuFresne asked the faculty
members to cooperate in promoting the
day of concern either by discussing pertinent topics or by dismissing classes
so that students could listen to the speakers. According to Jerome Christenson,
one of the student organizers for the day,
"Faculty cooperation was very good. It
was certainly above what we expected."
In appreciation of the memo that President DuFresne sent to the faculty members, close to 200 students signed petitions commending the President for his
action.
A microphone was set up in the patio
of the Smog and in between the scheduled
speakers, members of the audience were
encouraged to get up and give their opinions.
Mrs. Jean Cole, the director of the
Winona Day Activity Center pleaded with
us to help the retarded. She said that
actually, we are all a little retarded,
it is just that some of us are more retarded in more areas.
Dr. Kieselhorst, a faculty member of
the Political Science Department, talked
about "this ridiculous war." He said
that Nixon's "secret" peace plan is just

These are concerned students at last Thursday's "Day of Concern." Various speakers were present in the patio of the Smog throughout the day to try to stir the students
from their state of apathy. Members of the audience were also encouraged to get up
and offer their opinions.
a device to protect Nixon and his party,
but not designed to bring about peace.
He went on to say that Nixon is doing a
very unusual thing in Southeast Asia.

He is cutting down on the number of
Americans over there, but he is still
escalating the war. He added that America's manifest destiny seemed to be to
rape and steal blind the nations of the
world.
"The war is less visible to the American people," Kieselhorst stated. He
said that the administration has managed to remove the protestors from the
streets to the jails, such as the Berrigans. According to Kieselhorst, the only
way to upset Nixon's game plan is through
"large and wholesale disobedience."
(Continued on page 2)

Ethier waits
for reasons

It was a cooperative effort at the first annual Festival of Swords into Plowshares held at the O'Grady Peace Place last weekend.
The story and more pictures about the event can be found on page two.

Urban Corps offers internships
By Connie Davis, managing editor

This is the last of a two-part series
on internships. Last week's article dealt
with a wide variety of internships offered
throughout the state. This week's article
is a concentration on one specific internship offering organization. The Twin
City Area Urban Corps will be examined
as to why it was originated, how it functions, and where an intern can work.
The Twin City Area Urban Corps is in
its fourth year of operation as a service-learning organization. Through the
service-learning aspect, the Urban Corps
alerts concerned students to the problems and the potentials of the urban
environment. They develop meaningful
internship experiences in all areas of
local, state and regional governments as

well as in community services. This summer there are approximately 300 service-learning possibilities open to interested and to needy students.
The Urban Corps was born in 1967
out of the pressing needs in two segments of our society which have been
traditionally isolated from one another.
On the one hand, the academic community is always seeking ways to make
education more relevent to the student.
Students are seeking learning experiences
which apply directly to the problems of
society. On the other hand, the local
governments are seeking new sources of
talented manpower as well as new approaches and ideas.
BRIDGES THE GAP
The Urban Corps felt very strongly

that students, local government, and the
community could no longer afford to be
strangers, and as a result, it attempts to
bridge the gap between concerned youth,
the academic community, local government and the community at large.
The Urban Corps provides government
with a fresh resource and also gives the
student a significant educational experience. In 1967, Minneapolis introduced
a small pilot program that involved 51
interns. The program has expanded to
the current 300 positions. The interns
work for agencies in the Twin City area,
the counties of Hennepin and Ramsey,
the Minneapolis School System, Minneapolis Model • Cities, and the State of
Minnesota.
(Continued on page 3)

President Robert A. DuFresne has received official communication from Chancellor Mitau authorizing him to notify
in writing the reasons why Robert 0.
Ethier was denied a renewal of his
contract.
As of Thursday morning, Ethier had
not yet received the reasons.
In his recommendation to DuFresne,
Chancellor Mitau said that the committee
on Appeals and Rules recommended the
"written reasons for the decision (of
non-renewal) be communicated to him and
that a hearing be afforded him, should
he so desire."
The Rules and Appeals Committee also
made known their desire to have President DuFresne follow Operating Policy 15.
That policy, which deals with nonrenewal of untenured faculty, dictates
that Ethier may demand, within two weeks
after receiving his reasons, a hearing by
a committee or agent established by the
college to determine if the decision was
wholly contrary to fact, wholly without
reason,- or based on matter violative of
consitutional rights or of academic freedom. The hearing may be open to the
public if he so requests.
Ethier is undecided about makingpublic
those reasons when he gets them and his
attorney, George Robertson, Jr., has advised him not to make a committment
until those reasons are given.
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The theme was peace
(Continued from page 1)
Kieselhorst added that it cannot be done through the political
party system. For two hundred
years now we have had people
telling us what to do, but a meaningful change has never resulted
as a result of the electoral process. He urges us to be creative
and change something.
Tim Penny, the President of the
Student Senate urged all of the students to exercise their new rightthe right to vote. After some reaction that it will do no good to
vote, that the decision is already
made for us, and that we really
have no choice to make, other students argued that we have to work
with the system in order to gain
any kind of change.
Dave Gross, an English instructor, said that Winona and Winona
State were in a backwater. He
clarified his description by stating
that a backwater is beautiful, but
that is just sits still and never
really moves anywhere. He cited
two examples of violence during
the past week or so that most students are relatively unaware of,
and attributed them to the capitalistic press. The incidients were the
complete destruction of a two million dollar ROTC building and all

or its records in Michigan, and
four days of martial law at the
University of Iowa. It was his contention that the capitalistic press
wants us to remain apathetic.
Other speakers were Hosea Perry, the faculty member of the
Sociology Department who talked
about bussing and the ever-continuing problem of integration;
Steve Cahill, vice-president of the
Student Senate, informing the audience about the Constitutional
Drafting Committee and the student's role; Reverend John Preston, candidate for the Winona
School Board, who spoke about religion and politics; Bob Langford,
Democratic precinct chairman,
who talked about the forgotten
social justice; and Al Scharmer,
president of the Inter-Residence
Hall Council, Phil Olson, president of the Minnesota Association
of College and University Residence Halls, and Tim Penny, the
president of the Student Senate,
discussed eighteen year old rights.
The crowds during the day ranged from 100 to about 600. One of
the student coordinators commented that he was surprised that so
many people showed up and he
hoped that it would be a prelude
to today's "Festival of Life."

A weekend of peace
at the O'Grady farm
There at the top of the hill,
among the gently waving grasses
that were beginning to show signs
of finally turning green, was a
peaceful existence for a weekend.
It was the First Annual Festival
of Swords into Plowshares held
out at the O'Grady Peace Place.
When first arriving at theplace,
one could see a long string of cars
that were very carefully parked
away from the state property, and
student coordinators were at the
entrance to the drive making sure
that the visitors and participants
obeyed the rules.
Walking over the hill, one came
upon the O'Grady house and barn.
Festival participants, visitors, and
the O'Gradys were swarming all
over the yard. Some students were
sitting up on the hill with guitars,
playing soft ballads, while others
were going back to their childhood days via a couple of swings
hanging from trees in the yard.
Over at the barn, volunteers were
giving the barn a coat of redpaint,
and on the other side of the house

some other volunteers were clear- cipants dug a latrine which they
ing an area for the big cookout. christened the J. Edgar Hoover
To get into the real spirit of Memorial Latrine.
Some of the participants stated
the thing, however, one had to
trek to the top of the hill where that they were disturbed thatthere
the tents were pitched. The long were some police officers there.
walk to the top was punctuated "It makes us seem irresponsible.
with increasingly more frequent We have no open drugs or booze."
rest stops and water cans. AcThe participants were also solcording to one student, the walk iciting for a bail fund for the stuto the top made you feel "peace- dents who were picked up in the
ful."
drug raids last week. They staStudents were sitting around a ted that they do not like the subcampfire sharing their views. One versive way in which the arrests
participant stated "Everybody is were made, turning friends against
really friendly, really open, they friends and resulting in disunity.
share things more." While anThere on the hill, amidst the genother one agreed with "Every- tle music of a tape recorder, soft
body's really getting together. A ballads on a guitar, and little dogs
unified spirit is running through with pink tongues licking friendly
faces, the peace and religion subthe festival."
In keeping with the ecological group of the Peace Course "got
aspect of the weekend, the parti- it all together" for a weekend.

The camping area for those who participated in the Festival was
on the grassy area at the top of one of the hills behind the O'Grady
house. Even a few dogs were brave enough to endure the climb to
the top.
The participants in the Festival are shown here sitting around a campfire and sharing their view and
opinions. The campfire and camping area were at the top of one of the hills behind the O'Grady house,
and after the long trek up the hill, it was necessary to sit for awhile.

Don't forget the
"Festival of Life"
today at the bandshell, 11.30 to
5:30.

Mens or ladies campus kits, best
buy on campus, over $5 value for
only 99!
Be sure to check over the special
book discount display. New items
have been added. Good savings!
Rummage sale on clothing. Jackets
'reduced from $9.95 to $5. Short
sleeve sweatshirts were $4.95,
now only $3.
Special sale displays on Breck
hair care items. See these displays for good savings.

MEN'S OR BOYS'
BLACK CANVAS UPPER
at),71

WH:TE STRIPE
CUSHION SOLE, CREPE
RUBBER OUTSOLE
BOYS'
21/2 to 6
MEN'S
61/2 to 12

Crest toothpaste on special display. Only 10 per tube.
LOWEST

PRICE EVER
REG.
$5.95
VALUE!

15 0

Meanwhile, back at the bottom of the hill, preparations for the
evening meal were going on. Dr. Dan Kieselhorst is shown constructing a stove for that purpose.

25c
CAR WASH
On Winona Street Between 2nd & 3rd
Under the Bridge
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Internships with the Urban Corps
(Continued from page 1)
The students perform services
to the community by bringing his
talents to a particular problem
or project. He may servethe community by doing research, assisting in field operations, implementing special programs, or in other
special tasks. At the same time,
he is also learning aboutthe nature
of the problem as well as how to
apply theoretical knowledge in a
practical situation. As one member of the Urban Corps put it, "the
important thing about servicelearning is the hyphen." They
enhance one another.
AN EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE
The Urban Corps offers students
the chance to participate in an educational experience as full-time
summer interns or as part-time
interns during the academic year.
It gives the students a chance to
test a career, to make use of years
of schoolroom training, and to get
a closer reality of society.
The Urban Corps has set up a
list of objectives, and they are as
follows: to provide qualitative internships for young people, particularly for college students. To
provide local government and the
community at large with a creative,
enthusiastic and capable work
force. To act as an agent of ininnovation through creative approaches to government and community problems. Last, to provide

young people and supervisors with
alternative learning experiences.
The Urban Corps staff is divided
on the basis of Area Coordinators.
Each coordinator is responsible
for internships in one area. Any
questions or problems that a student might have can be directed
to the coordinator. The coordinators keep in contact with the intern throughout the intern assignments, and may visit the intern at
two to three week intervals.

ADMINISTRATION OR RESEARCH
A MEANINGFUL INTERNSHIP
The Urban Corps is concerned
that each internship is meaningful
and educational. They aim at a
mutual understanding of the internships by the supervisors and the
interns, what the results should
be, the priorities of the job, and
a clearly defined authority within
which the intern can act.
To further the educational aspect, the Urban Corps offers a series of seminars, panels, lectures,
field trips, and simulation games.
A newsletter is published twice
every month by the staff and interested interns to inform everybody about what other interns are
doing, and what activities are planned.
An Urban Corps intern can work
either in an administrative position, or in the field of research.
Students working in administrative positions could work with the

Summer workshops
offered here
Music, poverty, health, law,
computers and conservation will be
dealth with in the 1972 summer
workshop series at Winona State
College, according to Dr. Ivan
Olson, assistant dean of graduate
studies and director of summer
sessions.
Two are scheduled June 5-9:
Computer Games and Time-Sharing (Physics 411G), directed by
Dr. David E. Hamerski, and Health
Problems Workshop (Health and
Physical Education 431G), directed
by Dr. Richard Behnke. Both offer
3 quarter hours of graduate or
• undergraduate credit.
The computer workshop will
utilize lecture and laboratory instruction on the use of computers
in the areas of mathematics, physics, biology, social studies, business and vocational studies, The
health course will cover recent
changes and developments in the
three phases of school health programs: education, service and
environment.
3-credit
Conservation
The
, Workshop (Biology 304G), July
16-22, will be held at Whitewater
State Park and include indoor and
outdoor lectures, field trips, film
sessions, campfire gatherings and
recreation. Joseph P. Emanuel
will be the director.
Scheduled July 24-28 are The
Minor and the Law (Business Administration 307G), directed by
Mrs. Judy Gernander (1 credit),
and Music for Today's Schools
(Music 490G), directed by Dr.
Richard Lindner (3 credits),
Mrs, Gernander will acquaint
students with the legal rights of
minors, with the help of such guest
lecturers as Winona attorneys,
Steven Goldberg and Kent Gernander, probation officer James
Heinlen, county attorney Julius
Gernes, probate Judge S, A, Sawyer, and police sergeant James
Hill.
The music workshop will include
clinics on the secondary choral
program and concert, marching
and jazz bands, and a high school
orchestra institute. Guest clincians will be Gregg Smith, director
of The Gregg Smith Singers; James

Minneapolis YMCA. The intern
would work as an administration
aide for the Eastside Branch of
the YMCA. He would also plan and
monitor scheduled summer programs. Other duties would include
defining organizational objectives,
supervising youth groups, and
identifying locations for programs.
It is recommended that a person
seeking this position have a chauffeur's license.

Coffin, University of Northern Iowa
jazz and stage band specialist;
Michael Lekrone, University of
Wisconsin marching band director,
and Jacqueline Dillon, cellist, concert artist and teacher.
Socio-Economic Conditions of
Poverty (Business Administration,
Sociology 305G), will be directed
August '7-11 by Larry Connell and
Mrs. Gernander. This 2-credit
course is designed to acquaint
students with the social and legal
problems of the poor. Guest
lectuers will include Matt Vetter,
St. Mary's College Sociology Department; Thomas Tawakawa, intake superivsor, Olmstead County
Welfare Department; Kathryn
Breitbach, director of the Winona
City Relief Administration; William Werner, director, Winona
County Department of Social Services, and Hosea Perry, Winona
State College Sociology department.
Dr. Olson has further information. His office is in room 225,
Somsen Hall.

An intern working in a research
position may work in a research
lab assisting with small intestinal
biopsis. Other possibilities are:
surveying phone and counter requests to determine source of requests and which information is
usded by profit organizations, investigating traffic problem areas,
work on the Urban Indian Affairs
Commission, assist in gathering
statistical data for the department
of taxation, or test and evaluate
recipes and compile booklets for
the General Hospital. You can
travel to different zoos to evaluate their operating procedures,
organize working files and draft
specific reports.
Any student who is on the workstudy program can become an intern. Also, the Urban Corps periodically receives special grants
to employ students in specific
program areas. In that case, any
student may apply and selection
is on an inverview basis. Students
can also participate in the program
for credit. A small salary stipend
is available for students working
in this manner. Full-time sum-1
mer interns may work up to 40
hours a week and receive $2.50
an hour if he is an undergraduate,
or $3.50 if he is a graduate student.
RESPONSIBILITY
One of the Urban Corps supervisors commented, "We are continually impressed by the caliber
of interns that have been assigned
to us . . .they are extremely
bright, energetic, and in many instances have been helpful in assisting us to identify problems
and implementing methods of solving them." On the other hand, one
of the interns said, "It was one
of the few times in life I handled
any amount of responsibility."
Isn't that what education is all
about--learning, serving, and taking responsibility? That is what
internships are all about, so give
them a chance.

Student Senate
is sponsoring
Earth Days
The Student Senate is sponsoring Gunderson will discuss cleaning
Earth Days 1972 on Thursday and up ditch #5, Ditch #5 is a ditch
Friday. Thursday is set aside for that drains into Lake Winona.
speakers and Friday is designated From 12:00 to 12:30 there will be
a panel discussion with all of the
as clean-up day.
On Thursday, Charles Dillerud, speakers.
the city planner of Winona, will
There will be a recycling center
speak on the Frog Island Industrial set up in Conference Room 5 from
Park at 10 a.m. The Winona Area 12:00 until 5:00 for your cans and
Industrial Development will make bottles.
a presentation from 10:30 until
On Friday, you are requested to
11:00. At 11:00, Rorry Voss will
speak on the ecological view of help clean up Ditch #5 from 10 a.m.
Prairie Island, and immediately until 2 p.m. The Senate is also
following Mr. Voss' speech, Mr. selling Earth Day buttons.

Eleventh hour
request for
Satori fails
An eleventh hour request to the meals and called for devisement
of a consistent policy that could
Student Activity Fund to restore
funds to permit the publication of be enforced.
The second request was to inSatori failed 3-6 Wednesday.
Attempts by Albin Urbanski, ad- vestigate why many organizations
viser, and Bob Buss and Lon funded by activity fund money had
Newman, editor and assistant edi- to pay janitors from their budget
tor respectively, to appeal the for cleaning the rooms and areas
after an event had taken place.
committee's previous decision not
She asserted that there was an
to allocate funds totaling $904
failed in a decision more marked overlap in some areas.
"Seems to me," Day said "that
than the original rejection of 5-6.
No reasons were given by anyone we are paying some janitors for
why the request was rejected. some things they don't work for
--why are we paying double duty?"
Alvin Urbanski made a short
She specifically recalled an inpresentation to the committee and
stance where one janitor had sat
Editor Bob Buss made public three
in his office for "three or four
bids from Winona printing firms.
Staff attempts to decrease the hours without lifting a finger".
size of the publication, in apparent The committee will reportedly be
effort to ease the fiscal strain and investigating these two items.
thus amount of request, failed in
a motion to approve. A parliaTERM PAPER RESEARCH
mentary call for the question did
not permit debate on Satori's
UNLIMITED, INC.
second request.
In other action, Miss Susan Day,
"We give results"
head of the health and physical
Quality reference material,
education department, requested
original
work, typing & copythe committee to investigate cost
ing. Thousand of papers on
allowances for student meals while
file. Hours 9 - 4, Monday
they are at events representing
through Friday. 407 S. Dearthe college.
born St., Chicago, Ill. 60605
She noted there seems to be an
inconsistent policy regarding stu(312) 922-0300.
dent and faculty allowances for

Running late
for a date?

LBIG VALLEY RANCH INC
STABLING
EXCELLENT FACILITIES & LOCATION
INDOOR & OUTDOOR ARENA

TACK ROOM WITH LOCKERS & SADDLESTAND
WINONA
Heated Lounge, Restroom & Shower
ENGLISH & WESTERN RIDING INSTRUCTION
SCENIC TRAILS & HAY RIDES
ELECTRIC SKI TOWS FOR WINTER SKIING
Horse Breaking, Training, Shoeing
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
SALES - Shows - Summer Camp

452-9744

IF NO ANSWER CALL 454-3305
EAST BURNS VALLEY

Let us help you
FIND A TEACHING POSITION
Personal service.
No enrollment fee
For further information, send:
Major field
Address
Name

Teachers Service Bureau
P.O. Box 23025, Richfield, Minn. 55423

Date night savings time.
McDonald's is your kind of place.

McDonald's

OPIN TSAR
'ROUND ON
HWY. ♦ 1 JUST
1 &LOCKS MST
01, XT. $4
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MSCSA to present campus
Senate gets ripped
liquor position paper to SCB
Over $3 fee...

Inter-Residence Hall Council
President Al Scharmer ripped the
Student Senate yesterday for lack
of communication about the three
dollar fee.
It all started from a note from
the gripe box, wondering what the
three dollar fee that incoming
dorm students pay is really all
about. Al Scharmer said that the
fee is an "activity fee." It is used
for floor parties, Residence Hall
Week, Residence Hall movies and
sports equipment. Although the
fee is a voluntary fee, it was written into the housing contract last
year. The fee is also listed in the
Residence Hall guide book and the
Inter-Residence Hall constitution.
The policy was enacted two years
ago.
Vice-president Steve Cahill noted that residents to not get their
key unless they pay the fee. Scharmer stated that if they do not get
the fees that way, they can get them
in other ways, such as by raising
dorm rates. He assured the Senate that he would check into the

Send Mom
a
Surprise:

legality of the fee.
Steve Cahill, who originally
wrote the statement that was printed in last week's Winonan, said
that in his opinion one cannot be
held liable for the fee if it is not
in the original housing contract,
and it will not be in next year's
contract. Senator Kim Boyum
called the fee a kind of hidden fee
measure.
Al Scharmer did say, however,
that he would do his "damnedest"
to see that incoming students were
informed that the fee was strictly
voluntary. Cahill stated that he
thought the only way the fee could
be legalized was to take it to the
State College Board.
It appeared to be the consensus
of the Senate that they had made
a wrong move in not contacting
Scharmer about the three dollar
fee statement before submitting
it to the paper for publication,
but they refused any public apology in the paper.
The Senate made it clear, however, that they did not intend the
statement as a personal slam
against the IRHC.
In other Senate action, MSCSA
delegates were elected. Delegates
are Mike Aymond and Joyce Ambrosen. Alternates are Pat Dixen, Mitch Penny and Claudia Sayre.

Sociology majors!
Pre-registration for sociology
majors will be held tomorrow in
Somsen 327. If you are not atpreregistration, the sociology department can assume no responsibility
for providing sociology class cards
for you. The pre-registration is
for next fall quarter.
The preregistration is set for
3:00 p.m. in S327.

Commencement
set for June 3
FTD Sweet Surprisel
Usually available for
less than

mow

When you'd like to be there
and can't, let Mom know
you haven't forgotten
Mother's Day. Send her a
Sweet Surprise by FTD.
But send it early. Place
your order today. FTD will
send a beautiful Mother's
Day bouquet in a bright
and happy, imported ceramic watering pitcher to
your Mom almost anywhere
in the U.S. or Canada.

FTD Sweet Surprise 52
Or send Mom a hardy, green
and growing plant...something she'll cherish year
'round. The plant in the imported watering pitcher is
usually available for less than
4250*

And send it early.
That'll really
surprise her

As an independent businessman, each
FTD Member Florist sets his own prices.
© 1972 Florists' Transworld Delivery Association.

The 1972 spring quarter cornmencement exercises for Winona
State College will be held at 10:00
a, m. on Saturday, June 3, in the
Memorial Hall Addition.
The only cost of graduation is
the $4.00 that each graduate must
pay to defray the direct costs of
the items that he will receive.
These items include five announcements, an engraved diploma with
cover, the reception tickets for
guests, programs, flowers and
decorations. If you plan to participate in the commencement exercises, you must pay the $4.00
at the college bookstore no later
than May 15, 1972. Students who
pay after this date will not be
listed on the graduation program.
E ach graduate is responsible for
obtaining his own appropriate academic regalia. The Bookstore has
stocked all sizes of the non-returnable acetate cap and gown and
graduation accessories. The last
day to buy these items is May 26.
Each graduate will receive five
announcements at the time he pays
his $4.00 "share of the costs" fee
at the Bookstore. You will also
receive six admission tickets for
family and friends, Additional
announcements are on sale now on
a first-come, first-serve basis at
the cost of 25C apiece, Additional
tickets may be obtained through
the Student Activities Office beginning on May 22,
Seniors in the Education program may obtain applications for a
Minnesota Teacher's Certificate in
the Office of Admissions and Records,
All currently enrolled seniors
who plan to graduate at the close
of the quarter are expected to
participate in the June 3 exercises.

Dan Quillin, president of MSCSA,
will present this position paper
which favors liquor on campus
to the State College Board at their
meeting in Moorhead today:
WHY THE PRESENT RULES
AND POLICY WHICH COMPLETELY PROHIBITS LIQUOR
ON CAMPUS MUST AND SHOULD
BE CHANGED.
The present rules are a
1.
farce. Students do not accept the
policies and do not live by them.
In reality they do not describe or
reflect the situation which exists
on our campus.
Example: A recent survey on the
Mankato campus showed that 25% of
the students in our residence halls
were presently drinking in them, I
can state that this situation is not
unique to Mankato but probably
characteristic of all our colleges.
To exist under the present policy
is to exist without integrity, for in
fact we are deceiving the people
by saying liquor is prohibited on
our 'campus when in fact, is there
in reality.
2.
Colleges in a sense are
trying to enforce a prohibition
that the nation gave up 35 years
ago.
3. Students who live on college
campuses should be subject to the
same laws, HAVE THE SAME
RIGHTS and be treated no differently than those who live off
campus.
4. Rather than spending an educational institution's time (and taxpayers' dollars) to enforce rules
that are in reality being ignored,
we could better spend our time
educating students as to the facts
and effects involved in the use of
liquor thus aiding the student in
making a decision about the use of
liquor.
5, When rules and policies exist
without being respected and when
these rules and policies are allowed to continue to exist without
revision, the disregard for one
rule is likely to spread to a disregard for all rules, even those
which have merit and support.
6. Regulations on the prohibition of liquor should be seen as
only one in the long line of archaic social regulations that colleges have eliminated in recent
years. Examples of past social
regulations that have been revised or eliminated are:
a, Elimination of women's hours
b, Eliminating the prohibition of
smoking in all residence halls
c. Ending the separation of the
sexes through open house visitation
and coed residence halls.
This shows that in the past we
have revised or eliminated poor
rules, The same should be done in
this case.
WHY WE SHOULD ADOPT AND
IMPLEMENT THE AD HOC LIQUOR ADVISORY COMMITTEE'S
RECOMMENDATIONS

a. Mankato - Endorsed by both
Student and Faculty Senate
b. Winona - Endorsed by both
Student and Faculty Senate
c,
St. Cloud - Endorsed by
both Student and Faculty Senate
d. Bemidji - Endorsed by both
Student and Faculty Senate
e.
Southwest - Endorsed by
College Senate (made up of both
students and faculty
f. Moorhead - Endorsed by Student Senate but was rejected by the
Faculty Senate in favor of a system
wide policy on liquor possession
and consumption.
Thus, if you vote not to accept
the Ad Hoc Committee Report,
you not only reject the recommendations of a system wide committee made up of students, faculty and administration, but you vote
against the near unanimous concensus of student and faculty
governing units throughout the
State College System.
4. If we reject what student and
faculty governing units plus a representative system wide committee have recommended in a near
concensus fashion then these
groups will really begin to question
their real role in the decision
making process,
ANSWERING THE MOST OFTEN
ASKED QUESTIONS AND CRITICISMS ABOUT LEGALIZING LIQUOR ON CAMPUS
1, What sort of precedent both
nation-wide and state-wide would
liberalization of our present policy
set?
ANSWER: We are in no way,
shape or form setting precedence
nation-wide. If anything we are
following a trend, Liquor on campus is presently allowed in the following states and some of these
specific campuses:
a, New York - university system
b. California and Michigan all universities in Michigan
c. Ohio - University of Ohio
d. Wisconsin - both in state
university system and at University in Madison.
In Minnesota the following private colleges allow students of
legal age (21) to possess and consume liquor on campus: St. John's,
Macalester and Carleton.
2,
It is sometimes argued
that our colleges should not allow
liquor on campus because it has
nothing to do with our educational
mission.
ANSWER: If this were a creditable argument then we should prohibit the smoking of cigarettes on
campus or the chewing of gum
simply because these actions have
nothing to do with our educational
mission. If anything, a campus
bar may "provide a good socializing effect on campus.
3. If liquor is allowed on campus,
won't disruptions, unruly behavior,
and damaged property increase?
ANSWER: One can take the responses of all three state private
schools. All three schools note
that there is no increased drunkenness, no difference in behavioral
patterns and that the students have
responded both positively and responsibly.

upset with the college for this
liberalization of policy?
ANSWER: From all indications
we have it is highly doubtful.
It should be noted that in reports
coming from both St. John's and
Carleton colleges, which are located in small rural Minnesota
communities, that there was no
hostile criticism from their communities.
In Mankato both the President
of the Chamber of Commerce and
the Chief of Police are in favor
of allowing liquor on campus.
At one of the recent town and
gown meetings at Mankato a longtime critic of the college remarked
that he would rather see students
drinking in their rooms than at
bars, street corners and in cars.
7. Some people argue or fear
that certain key legislators or
legislative committees may react
negatively to our action, thus cutting our coming year's appropriations.
ANSWER: First of all, this is
once again only mere speculation.
Second, I believe that if a legislator had explained to him the
problems that are incurred in the
present policy, he would concur in
our decision to develop more
realistic and responsible policies.
Third, if we can be deterred
from doing what we believe is right
on the basis of mere speculation
or fear, we no longer control or
run our institution and perhaps
we should give back our responsibilities to those who originally gave
them to us,
8. Finally there are those who
argue that we should delay action
until the legislature grants full
rights and responsibilities to 18year olds,
ANSWER: To take this position
is to side-step and evade the central question. For whether the next
legislative session adopts full
rights for 18-year olds or not,
the question remains the same.
Should the consumption and possession of alcoholic beverages be
allowed on campus for those of
majority age?
I believe that the arguments
overwhelmingly dictate that in
reason and reality we must revise
our outdated liquor policies.
Those of us who have argued
consistently for updating our policies have often been frustrated
by the feeling that we are arguing
against ghostly arguments which
neither have substance nor exist.
If there is any sound reasoning
for maintaining our presently
archaic and misleading policies,
we have yet to hear it.

WiSnan
The Winonan is written and
edited by and for the students of
Winona State College and is published weekly except June, July
and August and exam periods.
Second class postage paid at
Winona, Mn. 55987.
Address all correspondance to
Editor, Winonan, Winona State College.
Offices locate at 101 Phelps
Hall. Telephone 457-2158.

1. The Ad Hoc Committee's
recommendation would allow each
college to develop those policies
and regulations it deems most
appropriate for its situation. In
other words it would allow those
institutions which do not wish to
have liquor on campus to continue
4, 21-year olds will pass liquor
a prohibition policy. On the other
on to 18-year olds in the residence
hand, it would allow those instituhalls, What can or will be done
tions which wish to update their
about this?
policies concerning liquor on camANSWER:
College residence Editor-in-Chief.. Roger Runningen
pus to do so.
halls should be treated no differ- Managing Editor... Connie Davis!
2, This was a joint 'committee
ently than any other part of our News Editor . Roxy Hanson;
representing students, faculty and
community. If and when a dis- Arts & EntertainADMINISTRATION which drew up
ment Editor... ...Nancy Grams
this report. It was also a com- turbance occurs, it should be dealt Business Manager... Lorna Cooper
with
by
civil
authorities
on
the
mittee drawn up by the AdminisAdvertising Managers
trative Council and all members same basis as any other apartGary Invalson, Darryl Gullickson
ment
building
or
housing
complex
were appointed by the Presidents.
Photography__
...... Mike Abitz,
3. The Ad Hoc report has near in our community.
Bill Baxter
unanimous support from the faculty
Cartoonist... .
Becky Stahl
5,
and student components of the State
Won't the towns in which the Advisor, .
Bob Tritz
College System. Report of en- state colleges are located and the
dor se ments:
surrounding rural communities get
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Warriors down
Southwest
3-2, 3-1, 2-1
The Warriors swept a threegame weekend conference series
with Southwest State by scores of
3-2, 3-1, and 2-1.
Lee Boettcher picked up the win
on Friday afternoon as he did not
allow the Golden Mustangs a hit in
the last six innings. Boettcher also
struck out 11 Southwest batters.
The Winona runs were all scored
in the first and second innings. In
the first frame, Terry Brecht
slammed a ground-rule double.
McNary lined out, the attempt at
the force out went sailing over the
second baseman's head and allowed Brecht to score.
In the second inning Wiener of
Southwest committed a three-base
error, After Jeff Ross' double,
Evjen laced a single between short
and third. The ball rolled between
the left-fielder's legs and he failed
to chase it down as Ron Evjen
managed to score.
In the opener of Saturday's
doubleheader, Krinke picked up
his seventh win with a three-hitter as the Warriors managed to pull
out a 3-1 victory.
The Warriors first run came in
the third after a double by Dean
Yoost and a single by McNary.
They managed to take advantage
of three Southwest errors in the
fourth to finish off their scoring
for the game.
In the nightcap, Curt Bailey proved
to be the hero as he slammed
a triple in the thirteenth inning to
give the Warriors the 2-1 win.
Terry Brecht went all the way on
the mound as he furthered his
consecutive scoreless innings
mark to 28 2/3, a new school
mark. He gave up a run in the
bottom of the seventh, however,
to send the game into the needed
extra innings.
In the top of the thirteenth, Ross
drew a walk. The rally was stopped
quickly when Halvorson hit into a
double play, Sauer made itto first

on a bunt after which he promptly
stole a second. Bailey stepped to
the plate and drilled a triple to
right center, allowing Sauer to
score the winning run.
The Warriors are still in first
in the NIC with an 11-1 mark,
and are posting an 18-5 mark
overall. The Warriors will travel
to Luther College this afternoon
to take on the Norsemen.

Grads submit
pictures for
press releases
1972 Commencement participants wishing to have their portraits sent to hometown newspapers, excepting those from Winona and the Minneapolis-St. Paul
area, are invited to submit prints
to the Information Services Office by May 31. In any event,
printed releases will be sent to

the hometowns of all graduates.
Now that the Minnesota version of spring has hopefully arrived,
bicycle riders are a common sight around the campus and Winona.
When a full-fledged spring finally does arrive, the bicycles will
probably be abandoned for the sunny beach.

The late-night
talk show.

Tennis team
bows again
Winona State's tennis team was
defeated by Stout State at Menomonie 8-1.
In the singles matches, Ted
Kopren of Winona was downed by
Mary Benzing 6-2 and 6-1. Dave
Reithel (WSC) was defeated by Bob
Buckley 6-2 and 6-3. Dan Roedl
(Stout) defeated Bruce Zeien 7-6
and 6-2. Tom Casadonte (Stout)
downed Steve Kline 6-1 and 6-2.
John Parrot (WSC) was defeated
by Mark Holredge 6-1 and 6-0.
In the final singles match, Chris
Hass (WSC) was defeated by Gary
Andres 6-4 and 6-4.
In the doubles matches, Reithel
and Hass were defeated by Benzing
and Buckley 6-1 and 6-0. Zeien
and Kopren were defeated by
Roedl and Casadonte 6-4 and 6-4.
In their only victory of the day,
Winona State's Kline and Parrott
defeated Holredge and Andres 6-1
and 6-2.

20 minutes for $1.30. Dial direct
anywhere in Minnesota nightly after 11.
Somewhere in Minnesota you have a very special friend.
Someone who'd love to hear your voice. And doesn't care if
it's late at night. Someone you want to talk to for a nice, long time.
If you've got a special friend like that, we've got a special rate
for you. 20 minutes for just $1.30.
This rate applies to any call you dial direct without operator
assistance in Minnesota after 11 p.m., any night of the week.*
20 minutes. Fantastic.
The late night talk show. Brought to you by Northwestern Bell.
`Except on Ihe legal holidays of Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas or New Year's Day.

Northwestern Bell
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Up & Co. sponsors
controversial issues,
Jack Baker
The Union Program Council of
Winona State College is sponsoring
Controversial Issues: Human Sexuality.
On Wednesday night, there will
be a panel discussion which will
include students and faculty members of the college, along with
community members. Thursday
night features a female representative from the Gay House at Community Center in Minneapolis and
Jack Baker, president of the Student Body of the University of
Minnesota. They are both declared
homosexuals and will present their
views on the legal, theoretical and
sociological aspects of same sex
marriage.
Baker is married to Michael
McConnell, also a student at the
University. The two met at aparty
at the University of Oklahoma, and
in June of 1967 they moved into an
apartment together. McConnell
comes from Norman, Oklahoma

presents
the pump
that makes
a pony
perform
proudly.
The beer that's one of a kind
introduces the one-of-a-kind
tap that's going to make
tapping your next quarter
or half-barrel of Grain Belt
as easy as flipping
off a bottle cap.
Just screw on this exclusive
new tap and you're ready
for that great Grain Belt
refreshment. You've tapped
yourself into a barrel full of
Grain Belt flavor, flavor that
comes from brewing a beer
with perfect brewing water.
For your next keggerpick up a Grain Belt keg
with the exclusive Easy Tap.
It's available now where you
buy your Grain Belt kegs.

and has declared himself a homosexual since he was nineteen.
Baker is the youngest of ten children and grew up in a Catholic
boarding school just outside of Chicago. He had homosexual experiences there. Baker received a
degree in Industrial Engineering
from the University of Oklahoma.
In 1970, after moving to Minneapolis on a GI Bill loan, Baker got
the idea of applying for a marriage
license with McConnell. This
resulted in McConnell losing his
job as a librarian at the University
of Minnesota,
The Baker and McConnell household is like that of any young
married couple except there is no
male-female role played, Baker
feels "we want equal rights, whatever heterosexuals have, we want,
too."
Baker is the founder of FREE,
a gay liberation movement prominent in Minnesota.
Everyone is invited to attend the
7 p.m. programs in the College
Union.

DZ holds
spring bash
Delta Zeta will hold its annual
spring dinner-dance on May 19
at the Holiday Inn in La Crosse.
Mary Moriaty and Sharol Czaplewski are chairmen of the event. In
other DZ news, Nancy Desler and
Faye Phernetton were initiated
into Delta Zeta sorority.

SEALS AND CROFTS

Seals and Crofts to
appear here Sunday

The
Student Activities Coordinating Committee is sponsoring Seals and Crofts in concert
on Sunday. George Stevens, a
comedian, will be appearing before the concert.
The concert is free to all Winona State College I. D. holders. For
all others _it will cost $2.00 at the
door. The doors to Memorial Hall
will open at 6:30 p.m. for the
The Student Publications Com- 7:30 concert.
George Stevens is a former
mittee filled three positions yesterday afternoon. Appointed to Baltimore night club owner turned
the position of editor of the Sa- comedian, who does not find much
tori was Lon Newman, and filling too sacred to talk about. He has
the position of business manager performed at more Playboy Clubs
of the Satori will be Ruth Greden. than anywhere else, terms his
Heidi Sweely was elected to fill political beliefs as a national anthe position of business manager archist and refers to his military
record as a potential hostage.
of the Winonan.

Pub. positions filled

ASTROLOGY
Receive your SOLAR CHART plUs a 9-paps
personality study of YOU from the
Southern California Astrological Society"
for ONLY $8.00
Send check along with your name, address, birthdafeday, month, year, time (if known), and birthplace tot
Southern California Astrological Society
P.O. Box 10338
Glendale, California 91209
HURR Y! —for a limited time only.

FAC*

EVERY FRIDAY

TGIF

A Winona Area First! $2.00 reserves all the beer you can
drink from 4:00 to 6:00 at Swede and Dickies bottom-of-thebarrel rathskeller. Come to Butch's as you enter Fountain City
where the action is...the chicks are back, the chicks are back!
Special added attraction: Free beer every Wednesday at 7:00.
Also featuring pizza, wine and fine music.
*FAC: Friday Afernoon Club. Keep in shape, bring your own
mug and join our mug club. Meet your friends 18 to 80 at Butch's!
ORAIN BELT BREWERIES, t
LIS, MINN., OMAHA, NE

•

When he spied the famed St. Louis
Arch he thought he was approaching
the world's biggest McDonald's.
George will precede the Seals and
Crofts concert at 7:30 Sunday night.
Seals and Crofts have been described as having the poetic lyricism of a Dylan, the social significance of a Lennon or a McCartney, the tenderness of a Simon
Garfunkel and the spiritual understanding of a Kahil Gibran.
The atmosphere that they create
is far removed from the atmosphere that created them. They are
both from small towns in Texas.
Jim Seals got his start playing the
fiddle and picking out chords on
his father's guitar by the time he
was five. By the time he was
nine years old, Jim had won the
Texas State Fiddle Championship.
From there he moved to a tenor
saxophone.
Dash Crofts grew up a few
miles away, and at the age of
four was already picking out tunes
on the piano, After a few years
his interests turned to drums,
Seals and Crofts met while they
were in junior high, and they have
been pretty much together ever
since, First, they were members
of the rock group "Champs",
famous for their hit "Tequila".
During the mid-sixties, after
the "Champs" dissolved, the
Dawnbreakers formed, Duringthis
time, Seals and Crofts turned to
the Baha'i faith, It turned into a
period of searching for themselves, and as a result, the group
broke up.
During the same period, Dash
Crofts began fooling around with
the mandolin and the strangely
beautiful melodies that it had to
offer. They knew that the music
had turned into an expression of
what and how they felt. "I guess
you can say that we got tuned into

a higher awareness, a higher
force", commented Jim Seals.
Dash Crofts adds, "The whole
world is searching, and I knew
that we had found Truth... music."
Unity, a basic Baha'i principle
is present and evident in both the
lyrics and music of Seals and
Crofts. Music is a world Lan-

GEORGE STEVENS
guage, which has the power to
break down the barriers constructed by racial, national and
religious bigotry.
Amidst the poeticism, the social
significance, the tenderness and
the truly spiritual understanding,
there dwells Seals and Crofts, two
medievel minstrels creating designs and labyrinths for our ears
to comprehend,

SMEA to meet
SMEA will hold a picnic next
Tuesday at 5:00. There will be
free food and games by the bandshell at the Lake Park. All students interested in education are
welcome to come. There will be
a short meeting and maybe some
surprise entertainment.
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Abbie Hoffman
speaks tonight
This evening at 6:30 the Political
Science Club, in cooperation with
"The Festival of Life", will present "An Evening with Abbie Hoffman and the Chicago Eight" in
Somsen Auditorium. A 2 1/2 hour
film entitled "The Chicago Conspiracy Trial" will be featured.
The text of the film was taken
directly from the trial transcript,
and was produced by the BBC and
Time-Life Films.
The film will be followed with a
talk by Abbie Hoffman, co-founder
along with Jerry Rubin, of the
YEPPIE! Movement (Youth International Party).
Hoffman is a graduate of the
University of California at Berkely, and was involved in the early
civil rights struggle in the South.

He has authored three books which
include, REVOLUTION FOR THE
HELL OF IT, WOODSTOCK NATION, AND STEAL THIS BOOK,
and he is currently writing a fourth.
Hoffman was also instrumental in
organizing the 1967 march on the
Pentagon, as well as last year's
May Day activity in Washington for
which he and Rennie Davis were
recently indicted for. Besides
these activities, Abbie was one of
the key people involved with the
organization of demonstrations for
the 1968 Democratic Convention for
which he and the seven others
were subsequently brought to trial.
Students as well as the public
are invited. There will be no
charge or no advance tickets required,

Activities/Events
Friday, May 12 - Baseball, 7
Tuesday, May 9 - Baseball with
Luther College at Decorah, 1 p.m. p, m. at St, Cloud.
Women's tennis, Carleton TourAbbie Hoffman, 6:30 in Somsen
nament at home,
Auditorium.
Saturday, May 13 - Baseball,
Wednesday, May 10 - Up & Co.
Controversial Issues, 6:30 p.m. 12:00 at St. Cloud.
Outhouse, 7 p.m, in the Snack
in Dining rooms E, F, and G of
Bar.
the College Union.
Wenonah Players Initiation, 4:30
Thursday, May 11
Women's
to 6:00 p.m. in the Dorothy B.
softball, 4 p.m. at home.
Exit Interviews, Financial Aids, Magnus Theatre,
Monday, May 15 - Student reci3-4 p.m. in Somsen Auditorium.
Controversial Issues, 6 p.m. in tal, 8 p.m. in the Recital Hall.
Women's softball, 4 p.m., at
Banquet 1.
the University of Minnesota.
Student Senate Earth Day.
-

If you are really curious as to what this picture is all about, then you had better go see "The Hobbit",
this year's production for the Children's Theatre for Adults. JOn Smaug the Dragon, Bilbo, the Dwarves,
Trolls and Goblins and all of the other delightful creatures in the area of the Misty Mountains.

Children's Theatre presents
The Hobbit' next week
The Children's
Theatre for
Adults will present their annual
production next Monday through
Friday, This year's production
will be THE HOBBIT.
The play is about Bilbo Baggins
and the thirteen Dwarves of Middle Earth, According to Ms. Fusillo, the audience will be in for an
exciting and perilous journey to
the Misty Mountains, where the
Dwarves hope to find a lost treasure. They will meet Goblins,
Trolls, the Gollum, and the Dragon
along the way along with Gandalf,
the wizard.
The play is being directed by
Vivian Fusillo with assistance
from Denny Bell, Jacque Reidelberger is in charge of the sets,
THE HOBBIT was adapted by
Patricia Gray from the book by
J. R. R. Tolkien,
The performances will be at
1 p.m, on May 15-19 and at 7:30
p.m. on May 18 and 19 in the Performing Arts Auditorium,
There is no admission charge,

ENDS THURSDAY 7:15 - 9:20 R
Mal COMMON

STAT E
Starts
FRIDAY

Charlie?tChaplin

"MODERN
TIMES"
with Paulette Goddard

Written, produced and directed by Charles Chaplin.
Released through Columbia Pictures 0

Meeting on

placement for
Gov. Wendell Adnerson announced the appointment of Florine
Koole, Robinsdale, to the Minnesota State College Board Tuesday.
Mrs. Koole, an international representative of the Communications
Workers of America (AFL-CIO), succeeds Harry H. McLaughlin,
who was appointed by the governor to the Minnesota State Suprime
Court April 4. Mrs, Koole, 43, serves on several labor advisory
groups and on the advisory board of the Dakota County Area Vocational-Technical School.
-Photo courtesy of the Minneapolis Tribune.
Atk,
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PICCADILLY
FOR GREAT
BELTS $3 - $10
BAGS $5 - $25
SUNGLASSES $3 - $6
STEP ON DOWN---AND TREAT YOURSELF
underground at 3rd & Main. Rated G

fall grads
All seniors who expect to complete their workfor either abachelor of arts or bachelor of science
degree by the end of fall quarter,
1972, will meet with placement
personnel in Gildemeister Hall
next Tuesday, at either 1 p.m.
or 3 p.m.
Bachelor of arts graduates will
meet in Gildemeister 224 and bachelor of science graduates in Gildemeister 156.
By starting their placement files
at this time, graduates are in a
better position for interviews and
openings which occur during and
at the end of fall quarter, Dr.
Melvin Wedul, Placement Director, said.

A Unique, Action-Packed Space Adventure
As Timely As Today's Headlines!

"silent running"

Classifieds
Classified ad rates:
$1 for
first 15 words. Each additional
word $.05. All ads should be
submitted to 101 Phelps or call
457-2158. Ads must be paid in
advance.
BARGAIN - Luggage, 3 pcs., offwhite, train case, hatbox, ladies
24 inch. Call 452-4596 after 5.

Sun. - Thurs. 7:30
Fri. Sat. 7, 10:05
DOUBLE FEATURE

Starts WED.
"SUMMER OF '42"
and

RABBIT, RUN
SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY
"DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER;; and
"VON RICHTOFEN AND BROWN"
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Editorials/Opinions

Editor's notes

Who is concerned?
Winona State had a "Day of Concern"
last Thursday. The idea for the day originated with the Student Mobilzation Committee to End the War in Southeast Asia,
and spread to campuses all over the
country. The idea was to make more
students aware of what is going on, give
them many viewpoints to sort through and
choose from, but even more important,
to try to motivate the students to do something constructive that would help to end
the Vietnam conflict.
The program was lined up by a few
of the concerned Winona State students
around this campus as they drew upon
speakers from the college community.
They requested the administration to cooperate with their effort as they urged
President DuFresne to ask the faculty
either to dismiss classes for the day
or to discuss pertinent issues.
The "Day of Concern" showed just how
many students on this campus are concerned. When their teachers dismissed
classes, the students took advantage of
the time either to catch up on their studies,
catch up on their sleep, catch up on their
shopping, or to catch up on the latest
gossip or news from their friends. A
standard comment from the students was,
"Gee, why should I go? No one else is
going to be there, nothing is going to get
accomplished, so I might as well get
something 'constructive' done at home."
David Gross had the right idea when
he said that there is force in sheer
numbers, and you need numbers to get
things done. The only problem is -how
do you convince the masses of people
that there is a problem which needs a
solution, and that they are a necessary

part of that solution?
Most people will them come back with,
"Well, how do we know that it is a real
problem?" The only answer to that would
be, "How many dead persons does it take
to convince you there is a real problem?"
Do people measure problems in terms of
human lives? If so, how many human lives
constitute a problem, or do they use
different criteria for different "Problems."
Of the persons who did go to hear the
various speakers and interactions among
the, how many were still concerned by
Thursday night, how many by the weekend, and how many concerned people will
there be tomorrow?
A "Day of Concern" is a great way
to arouse people's feeling and emotions
and make them feel that they should jump
on the bandwagon and get that war stopped,
or whatever the current concern happens
to be. Unfortunately, before it would be
possible to get any real momentum going
and to get things done, it would be necessary to have every day as a day of concern. It would be necessaryto keep everyone at an emotional peak so that he could
accomplish something. Why do the people
not want to get involved?
Are people thinking that they are far
removed from any danger? The war is
in Vietnam, not here. The oil supplies
will run out in forty years, but we won't
be here then, so why worry? People are
selfish, and yet they refuse to put their
own interests in the front, as they should.
And, their own best interestes are the
very same as everyone else's, so why
don't we really become concerned?

For the record...
Donald H. Bilse, assistant registrar
and director of commencement, dispatched
a letter last Wednesday to graduating
seniors which contains some inaccuracies
about publication of an article. The first
paragraph, in part, follows:
"The following information was supposed to have appeared in the May 2 issue
of the Winonan. Unfortunately, and for
some uncertain reason, the article did not
appear. . I believe it necessary to mail
each of you the information which I gave
the Winonan editor (Roger Runningen) for
publication."
We admire the gentleman's efforts to
inform students about graduation excer-

cises, but we do not appreciate his using
the staff as a scapegoat for a fumble
over which we had no control.
It was mutually agreed by Bilse and
Runningen that the information could be
sent via inter-campus mail. The reason
was not "uncertain" as Bilse alleges.
The reason it was not printed is because
it was never received by inter-campus
mail. Bilse was informed of this Tuesday afternoon, the day before he wrote
the letter.
Graduating seniors are urged to take
special note of the information which is
found on page four of this issue.

Letters to the Editor

Drama gets more congrats
Last Monday and Tuesday, April 24
and 25, two excellent plays were presented in the Dorothy B. Magnus Open
Stage Theatre, to full houses both evenings. These were the 1972 Tri-College
productions of "Before Breakfast" by
Eugene O'Neill and "The Lesson" by
Eugene Ionesco. Traditionally these are
student directed plays and this year was
no exception. Candy Kobler, assisted by
Bonnie Hoesley, directed Janet Anderson and Penny Weimer who were double
cast as Mrs. Rowland and Doug Hamper,
who played Mr. Rowland in "Before Breakfast". The role of Mrs. Rowland was a
difficult one to protray but both Janet and
Penny sensitively and effectively handled
the part.
In direct contrast to the O'Neill play
was Ionesco's "The Lesson," a very
impressive interpretation was directed
by Terry Carlson, who was assisted by
Denny Bell. The talents of Colleen Green,
who played the young pupil, and Sue Johnson, who did a marvelous job as the maid,
were further enhanced by the director
himself who played the professor. Sets

for both plays were designed by Jacque
Reidelberger. The supervising director
was Dorothy B. Manus and the production
manager was Kathy Jensen.
Both casts, directors, all crews, and
the Wenonah Players are to be congratulated on two very fine performances.
D. KEITH ANDERSON

Knocks SAFC
The decaying effects from lack of intellectual stimuli at Winona State College
are causing a deterioration of most SAFC
member's minds. Unfortunatley, they prohibited the existence of a literary magazine which could have been a mental
resuscitator for them. How tragic it is to
see "intelligent" college students become
passible slaves of guidelines; how easily
they will conform to our society. But,
bless their efforts anyway. At least we
will all become physically fit by becoming
active in the groups they do allocate funds
to.
BONNIE NASH
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NBC chiefs hits FCC

Government control in media
Only until recently is it becoming understood why there are all sorts of things
wrong with television. NBC President Julian Goodman contends that some of the
wrongest things about it are the misguided efforts of the government to correct the medium's other wrongs.
In a recent speech before the International Radio and Television Society,
Goodman, who received the group's Gold
Medal Award for outstanding contributions to broadcasting, put the case against
the government as neatly as anyone has
ever done.
Excepts:
" . , . in presenting this award to me
tonight you are overlooking . . . my connection with that highly suspicious group
known as P. B. L.-the Powerful Broadcasting Lobby. Let me give you a brief
catalog of the accomplishments of this
dread and mysterious group within the
past year.
1. First, we got the FCC to deprive
the public of nearly 600 hours of primetime network programming a year-reducing the television audience by at least
5 per cent, and making possible such brilliant program progress as the nationwide
reappearance of Mike Stokey's Pantomine
Quiz.
"2. We arranged a legislative coup
that banned cigaret advertising on broadcasting alone and instantly decreased our
industry's revnue by $200 million a year..
"3. We managed once again to get Congress to keep the equal-time provision
of Section 315 in force-ensuring that when
Pat Paulsen appears as a comedian on a
program starring Mickey Mouse we must
give equivalent time to all his political
opponents, including President Nixon, if
they want it.
"4. We have almost persuaded the Federal Trade Commission that the purpose
of advertising is not to sell things, but to
not sell them. And the Trade Commission is cooperating by trying to persuade
the Federal Communications Commission
to use its powers to implement that novel
approach.
"I have to confess that all of this achievement makes it hard- as Mr. Churchill
urged in another speech- to be magnanimous in victory.
"No Hollywood producer would accept

a script to outlandish-as tho it were by
Franz Kafka, out of Lewis Carroll. But
it is happening today under such highsounding slogans as fairness, access, the
public interest, and truth.
"The fact is that broadcasting is being
nibbled away by regulations and regulators. Government processes start with one
purpose and then go on forever, careening in various directions, often ending up
with results directly contrary to the original purpose .. .
"In 1960, when the equal time provision was temporarily lifted, Richard
Nixon and John Kennedy met in four historic encounters that were watched by
100 million people. That was 12 years
ago. It has not been allowed to happen
since.
"Had we attempted to present the major Presidential candidates in 1968, we
would have been required by law to give
equal time to more than a dozen others,
including: Lar Daly, dressed in an Uncle
Sam suit; Louis Abolafia. who ran on a
nudist platform with the assurance, "I
shave nothing to hide;' and Mrs. Yetta
Bronstein, the candidate with the slogan,
"The country needs a grandmother to
run it."
"But for Alice in Wonderland comparisons, the 'equal time' rule has a
close competitor in the FCC's primetime access rule. Here is a clear-cut
case of a regulatory action that began
for one reason and ended with one that
was totally opposite. It started more than
10 years ago as an inquiry into advertising control of programming. It continued
to shift ground so that the issue became
network control of programming. By eliminating a half hour from each network's
nightly schedule it was supposed to produce a diversity of program sources and
bless the medium with a surge of creativity
". . . Broadcasters must recognize
that the thins, which made radio and television truly great can flourish only when
we are free-not free from responsibility
or free from service to the audience,
but free from that kind of governmental
bondage that can be created by those who
seek to impose their own social philosophies on the vast and growing audience
that has a legitimate, long-term interest
in the free system of broadcasting."

